Part 1: reading and interpreting: (6pts)
A - on: Comprehension: (3pts)
1 - Idea and paragraph…………………………………………………………(4pt)
   A/1      B/3      C/2      D/4
2 - The text is about: .............................................................. (1pt)
   Transgressing ethics.
3 - Sentence a ……………………………………………………………… (1pt)

B-Text exploration: (8 pts)
1-Vocabulary
   a) Adjectives: illiterate suspicious cruel …………………….. (1.5pt)
   b) Definitions: 1/B 2/C 3/A ………………………………………… (1.5pt)
   c) Nouns: safety morality requirement.
2- Grammar
   1- Prepositions: a: for b: with c: from d: of ……………… (1pt)
   2- Connecting sentences……………………………………………… (1.5pt)
   As the instructions are clear we can’t operate the device.
   The flowers are watered regularly but they have withered.
   The school took the students so that they would……
3- Rewriting sentences…………………………………………………… (0.5pts)
   He says that ethics is…….
   A code of ethics was published…..
4- Punctuation: E ……………………………………………………………… (0.75pt)

3- Sound system
   a- Silent letters: (gh l w r) ………………………………………… (0.5pt)
   b- Final “ed” ……………………………………………………………… (0.75pt)
   “t”: asked
   “id” provided, located
   “ed” travelled, pertained, maintained

II – Section two / Written expression: (6pts).
   Topic one:
   Form…………………………………………………..(3pts)
   Content……………………………………………………………. (3pts)

   Topic two:
   form …………………………………………………………… (4pts)
   Content……………………………………………………….. (2pts)